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Abstract
Generating concepts de ned by a binary relation between a set P of properties
and a set O of objects is one of the important current problems encountered in
Data Mining.
We present a new algorithm which generates each concept exactly once, using
graph-theoretic results. This process has a time complexity of O(jPjm) per maximal
chain of the concept lattice, where m denotes the number of non-crosses of the
relation, and uses a data structure which is of small polynomial size. This improves
the current best-time algorithms for this problem, which require either O(2jPj )
space and O(jPj2 ) time per concept, or, alternately, polynomial space but O(jPj3 )
time per concept.
Our algorithm can be used, with no extra cost, to compute the edges of the
lattice, and can, just as eÆciently, generate only frequent sets.

1 Introduction
In the context of Data Base Management and Data Mining problems, data bases are often represented by a binary relation between a set P of properties and a set O of objects. One of the tools
for analyzing the data contained in the base is to compute all possible combinations of elements
of the relation into maximal rectangles. These rectangles, called concepts, are organized into a
hierarchical structure called a concept lattice. This theory, though studied by mathematicians as
far back as the Nineteenth Century (see [1], [10]), was made popular and developed by Wille and
his team ([10]), and remains one of the important current trends of research in Data Mining and
Arti cial Intelligence: concept lattices are used in elds as varied as the discovery of association
rules in Data Bases ([24]), the generation of frequent item sets ([23]), machine learning ([15], [17])
and the reorganization of object hierarchies ([13], [5]).
The main drawback to this approach is that a concept lattice is, in general, of exponential
size. As a consequence, it is of primary importance to be able to generate concepts eÆciently, even
when only part of the lattice is explored.
Concept generation has given rise to a steady ow of research for the past thirty years. One
of the rst algorithms to be published in this eld is due to Chein ([8]); this algorithm generates
successive layers of the lattice, by de ning possible candidates by combinations of concepts of the
previous layer; it has an exponential worst-time complexity per generated concept (see [11]).
Bordat's algorithm ([7]) was an improvement, as it runs in O(n3 ) per concept, where n = jPj,
in a Breadth-First fashion; one of the interesting features of this algorithm is that it also computes
all the edges of the lattice. This time complexity was recently improved by Nourine and Raynaud
([18]) to O(n2 ) per concept.
All these algorithms require exponential space and store the computed concepts.
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When the concepts do not need to be stored, but only encountered at least once, the space problem becomes easier, though the running time per concept is higher: the best such algorithm, due
to Ganter ([9]), runs in O(n3 ) time per concept, using the interesting notion of lectic order, which
avoids scanning all the possible subsets of properties, without, however, avoiding re-computing the
same concept O(n) times.
In this paper, we address the issue of eÆciently computing all the concepts, encountering each
exactly once, using only polynomial space.
Our contribution is an algorithm which runs in O(nm) time per maximal chain, where m denotes the number of non-crosses of the relation, and requires only small polynomial space (O(nm)).
This greatly improves [18], as we have a comparable complexity without requiring exponential
space; it also signi cantly improves Ganter's O(n3 ) time per concept. Furthermore, the number
of concepts tends to become exponential when the relation is dense; in this case, m is of order n,
and our complexity becomes O(n2 ) per maximal chain.
The algorithm we introduce here presents similarities with [7]. It uses each concept A  B
to generate the concepts which are just above A  B in the lattice (called the cover of A  B ),
working at each step on the sub-relation R((P A); B ).
One of the new features which is added is that each concept inherits information on the previously processed concepts, in order to avoid generating the same concept more than once, a
breakthrough in concept generation.
Another di erence is that we use a recursive Depth-First Search of the lattice, which enables
to store only a polynomial number of bytes, as a concept lattice, though it may be exponentially
large, is of small height (O(n)). Moreover, the fashion in which we compute the cover of each
concept is di erent.
Our approach is based on our experience on graphs. In [7], Bordat used a bipartite graph to
handle the relation. In [4], Berry and Sigayret proposed a di erent encoding into a co-bipartite
graph for which they established a one-to-one correspondence between the concepts of the lattice
and the minimal separators of the graph.
This is algorithmically interesting because, in the past decade, much research has been done
on using minimal separators to eÆciently solve various graph problems such as chordal embedding
([19], [2]), and in particular several papers deal with the eÆcient enumeration of minimal separators
([14], [21], [20], [3]).
[4] pointed out that, using the underlying co-bipartite graph and these recent results on the
emerging theory of minimal separation, the current best algorithms for generating concepts could
easily be matched both in terms of time and space. In this paper, we use graph properties to
improve these. Though we will not explicitly use results on minimal separation, they underly our
approach (the reader is referred to [4] for a full explanation on this relationship).
In order to compute the atoms of a concept lattice, we use the graph notion of domination
between vertices: a vertex x is said to dominate another vertex y if the neighborhood of x includes
the neighborhood of y. We use a property from [4]: if all the vertices of a set A share the same
neighborhood, and are not together dominated by another vertex of the encoding graph GR , then
A de nes an atom A  B of the concept lattice.
Our main complexity improvement follows from the remark that much of the information necessary to determine the domination relationships between vertices can be inherited as one moves up
into the lattice, along a path from the bottom to the top (called a maximal chain). This enables
us to avoid recomputing all the domination information each time a new concept is encountered
by the Depth-First process.
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Before presenting our algorithm, we will give some formal de nitions and our general algorithmic
process. We will also present our data structure, the domination table, and illustrate the processes
involved with a small example.

2 Preliminaries
2.1

Lattices

Given a nite set P of properties and a nite set O of objects, a binary relation R is de ned as a
subset of the Cartesian product P  O. Given an element of P  O, we will refer to it as a cross
of the relation if it is in R, as a non-cross if it is not. We will use n to denote jPj, and m to
denote the number of non-crosses.
A concept, also called a maximal rectangle or closed set of R, is a sub-product A  B  R
such that 8x 2 O B; 9y 2 A j (y; x) 62 R, and 8x 2 P A; 9y 2 B j (x; y) 62 R. A is called the
intent of the concept, B is called the extent.
The concepts, ordered by inclusion on the intents, de ne a lattice, called a concept lattice or
Galois lattice. A lattice is represented by its Hasse diagram: transitivity and re exivity arcs are
omitted. Concepts are often referred to as elements of this lattice. Such a lattice, has a smallest
element, called the bottom element, and a greatest element, called the top element. A path
from bottom to top is called a maximal chain of the lattice. If the relation R has a full line of
crosses, it is easy to compute the concepts of R from the concepts of the sub-relation from which
this line has been removed ([4]). In the rest of this paper, we will discuss only relations with no
such lines of crosses.
We will say that a concept A0  B 0 is a successor of concept A  B if A  A0 and there is
no intermediate concept A00  B 00 such that A  A00  A0 . The set of successors of an element
is called the cover of this element. The successors of the bottom element are called atoms. A
concept A0  B 0 is an descendant of concept A  B if A  A0 . The notions of predecessor and
ancestor are de ned dually.

Example 2.1 Binary relation R; the associated concept lattice L(R) is shown in Figure 1.
Set of properties:

P =f

g

a; b; c; d; e; f; g; h ;

Set of objects:

O = f1 2 3 4 5 6g.
;

2.2

;

;

;

;
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Graphs

Given a relation R, [4] de ned an underlying encoding graph GR as the graph with vertex set
P [ O; P and O are cliques, and for a vertex x of P and a vertex y of O, there is an xy edge in
GR i
(x; y) is not in R. For X  P ; Y  O, we will denote by GR (X [ Y ) the subgraph of GR
induced by vertex set X [ Y .
We will use only external neighborhoods, which we will denote by N + : if x 2 P ; N + (x) = fy 2
Oj(x; y) 2 Gg, and if x 2 O; N +(x) = fy 2 Pj(y; x) 2 Gg, where G is the current subgraph of GR.
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In our example, N + (a) = f1; 4; 5g, N + (b) = f4; 5; 6g, N + (c) = f3; 4; 6g, N + (d) = f2; 3; 6g,
+
+
+
+
+
N (e) = f2; 3; 5; 6g, N (f ) = f1; 2; 4; 5; 6g, N (g ) = f1; 4; 5; 6g, N (h) = N (a).
In order to compute the cover of a concept, we need several graph notions.
De nition 2.2 A vertex x is said to dominate a vertex y i N + (y)  N + (x); we will say that
this domination is strict when x dominates y and N + (y) 6= N + (x).
Another important notion for this paper is that of maximal clique modules.

De nition 2.3 A set X of properties is said to form a maximal clique module of GR if every
vertex x of X dominates every other vertex of X ; we will call X a maxmod.
The maxmods of GR de ne a partition of P ; essentially, a maxmod behaves as a single vertex,
as all the vertices of a maxmod X share the same external neighborhood, denoted by N + (X ). We
thus extend De nition 2.2 to maxmods: we will say that a maxmod X dominates another maxmod
+
+
Y if N (Y )  N (X ).

Theorem 2.4 ([4]) A concept (A + X )  B 0 covers a concept A  B i
is a non-dominating maxmod.

X

, in GR ((P

) [ B ),

A

In our example, in GR , the partition of P into maxmods is: fa; hg, fbg, fcg , fdg, feg, ff g,
fgg, fhg. feg dominates fdg , ff g dominates fgg, fgg dominates fa; hg and fbg; fcg is neither
dominated nor dominating. The non-dominating maxmods of GR are: fa; hg, fbg, fcg and fdg.

3 Algorithmic Process
Theorem 2.4 can be used to recursively compute the cover of an element, starting with the bottom element. This process will generate each concept exactly as many times as the number of
predecessors it has.
Our stated goal is to generate each concept exactly once. Because the ordering on the concepts
is de ned by inclusion, any concept A0  B 0 which is a descendant of A  B veri es A  A0 . Since
our algorithm works up in a depth- rst fashion, when a maxmod X is used to generate a concept
(A + X )  B , then all concepts containing X in their intent will be de ned by the recursive call
upon (A + X )  B . If a brother concept of (A + X )  B uses a maxmod containing some vertex x
of X , this concept has already been generated previously. If we are careful to store information on
the maxmods which have already been used by a brother concept or by a brother of an ancestor
concept, we can avoid computing the same concept more than once.

General algorithmic process on concept A  B :
Compute set ND of non-dominating maxmods of GR ((P A) [ B );
// Each maxmod X of ND de nes a concept covering A  B .
Compute set New of maxmods of ND containing no already processed vertex;
// Each maxmod X of New de nes a new concept covering A  B .
For each maxmod X in New:
Recursively apply process to new concept with intent A + X ;
ADD all vertices of X to set of already processed vertices.
The bottleneck complexity for this process is computing the set of non-dominating maxmods,
and the resulting worst-time analysis will heavily depend on how this is achieved.
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The most straightforward way to compute the non-dominating maxmods is to repeatedly nd
a maxmod X of minimum degree, compute the maxmods which dominate it, remove these and X
from the vertex set, before reiterating. Algorithm MCS ([22]) would yield a compatible ordering of
the maxmods in linear O(m) time, and computing the maxmods dominating X would cost the same
time; globally, with this process, we would obtain the set of non-dominating maxmods in O(m)
time per non-dominating maxmod generated, which would add up to a worst-time complexity of
O (nm) per concept. Experimentally, this algorithm, implemented as explained above, runs rapidly,
because of the extra information on the already processed vertices, especially if at each step where
a maxmod X is added to the set of already processed vertices, the maxmods which dominate X
are also added.
However, in order to improve the worse-time behaviour, we propose a more sophisticated approach to computing the non-dominated maxmods, as described below.

Updating the domination information
In order to eÆciently answer requests on the set of non-dominating maxmods, we use a domination
table containing information on the current graph. As this information can be inherited along a
maximal chain, maintaining this table in the course of the Depth-First traversal along a maximal
chain avoids recomputing the entire domination information at each step of the algorithm.
The inheritance mechanism involved is the following: when moving up into the lattice, say
from a concept A  B represented by the underlying graph GR ((P A) [ B ) to a second concept
(A + X )  B 0 , covering the rst, and represented by the underlying graph GR ((P (A + X ) [ (B
+
N (X )), two things happen:
1. Set X of properties disappear.
2. Set N + (X ) of objects disappear.

In our example, when moving up from the bottom element ;  O to element ah  236, the new
subgraph will be de ned on (P fa; hg) [ f2; 3; 6g, so that properties a and h will disappear, as
well as objects 1, 4 and 5.
A vertex x is de ned as dominating another vertex y in graph GR if when there is an yi edge,
there also is an xi edge. Equivalently, if (y; i) is a non-cross of R, then (x; i) is also a non-cross
of R. Our idea, used to maintain Galois sub-hierarchies in [5], is to list into a table L, for each
pair of properties (x; y), the objects which prevent x from dominating y. This means that if for
object i, (x; i) 2 R and (y; i) 62 R, i will appear in the list L[x; y].

The corresponding lists in our example are given in table L below:
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

a

b

c

;
f1g f1 5g
f6g
;
f5g
f3 6g f3g
;
f2 3 6g f2 3g f2g
f2 3 6g f2 3g f2 5g
f2 6g f1 2g f1 2 5g
f6g
f1g f1 5g
;
f1g f1 5g
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
;

d

f1 4 5g
f4 5g
f4g
;
f5g
f1 4 5g
f1 4 5g
f1 4 5g
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

From this table L, we can see that c will dominate

5

a

e

f

g

h

f1 4g ;
;
;
f4g ;
;
f6g
f4g f3g f3g f3 6g
; f3g f2 3g f2 3 6g
; f3g f2 3g f2 3 6g
f1 4g ; f2g f2 6g
f1 4g ;
;
f6g
f1 4g ;
;
;
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
;

;

;
;

when objects 1 and 5 have disappeared.

Table L contains at most nm bits, since for each slot L[x; y], the elements of the list it contains
correspond to distinct neighbors of y in GR , and each row y contains n such lists.

In our example, L[c; a] = f1; 5g; (a; 1) and (a; 5) are edges of GR .
Updating the table L means for each (x; y)-pair in P 2 , removing from list L[x; y] the objects which
disappear from the graph when moving up from a concept to one of its successors.
Actually, we are only concerned with the number of vertices which a vertex x dominates in
a given graph, so that cardinalities are suÆcient for our data structure: a maxmod X will be
non-dominating when, for any x 2 X , the number of vertices which x dominates is exactly jX j.
The domination table T we use thus contains numbers between 0 and jOj, T [x; y] representing the
size of list L[x; y], thus vertex x dominates vertex y i T [x; y] = 0. In order to have rapid access
to this information, we also keep a table D, scanning P , where D[x] gives the number of vertices
y such that T [x; y ] = 0, i.e. the number of vertices which x dominates. A maxmod X will thus be
non-dominating if and only if for an arbitrary x 2 X , D[x] = jM (x)j, and the query: 'Which are
the non-dominating maxmods?' can be answered in very eÆcient O(n) time using table D.

In our example, tables T and D would be:
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

a
0
1
2
3
3
2
1
0

b
1
0
1
2
2
2
1
1

c
2
1
0
1
2
3
2
2

d
3
2
1
0
1
3
3
3

e
2
1
1
0
0
2
2
2

f
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0

g
0
0
1
2
2
1
0
0

h
0
1
2
3
3
2
1
0

a
2

The process for constructing the initial domination table
zero values is the following:

T

b
1

c
1

d
1

e
2

f
5

g
4

h
2

from a table initialized to containing

For each x in P
For each y in P
For each z in O
If (x; z ) 2 R and (y; z ) 2= R then add 1 to T [x; y];

These tables are pre-updated at each step to describe the domination relationships in the new
graph before a recursive call, and then post-updated back to its original form. The global time
required for pre-updating T along a maximal chain of the lattice does not exceed the number of
bits contained in L, so the pre-updating will cost O(nm). Clearly, the post-updating costs exactly
the same. The updating algorithm is given in the next section.

4 The algorithm

The algorithm is initially called by CONCEPTS(;  O; ;) on an empty Marked set.
Tables T and D are constructed from GR as described in the previous section.

Algorithm CONCEPTS
Input: A concept A  B , a set Marked of vertices of P
Output: The not yet encountered direct successors of A  B .
6

Begin
Initialization:

R ((P A) [ B );
Compute the partition of P A in G into maxmods;
// The maxmod which a vertex x 2 P belongs to is denoted by
For x in Marked do Marked Marked [M (x);
G

G

//1. Compute the set

ND ;;

ND of non-dominating maxmods of

( ).

M x

.

G

For x in P A do
If D[x] = jM (x)j then ND ND [M (x);
//2. If desirable, generate the cover of A  B .
For X in ND do
+ X ; B0
PRINT(A0  B 0 );
A

0

A

O

N

+ (X );

//3. Generate the unprocessed descendants of

For X in ND

A



B

.

+ X ; B 0 O N + (X );
PRINT(A0  B 0 );
//When generating frequent sets, test size of B 0; if too small, take next X in ND{Marked.
UPDATE(pre);
CONCEPTS(A0  B 0 , Marked);
UPDATE(post);
Marked Marked [X ;
0

A

End.

Marked do

A

Algorithm UPDATE
Input: A variable V set to pre or to post.
Output: Tables T and D are modi ed using current values of X and A  B .
Begin
Choose a representative x in X ;
//1. Update table D by simulating deletion of property set X .
For y in (P A) X do
If T [y; x] = 0 then
If V = pre then D[y] D[y] jX j;
else D[y] D[y] + jX j;
//2. Update tables T and D by simulating deletion of objects in N + (x).
For j in N + (x) do
+ (j )

X;
(P A) Z X ;
For (u; z ) in U  Z do
If V = pre then
T [u; z ]
T [u; z ]
1;
If T [u; z ] = 0 then D[u]
else // V=post
T [u; z ]
T [u; z ] + 1;
If T [u; z ] = 1 then D[u]
Z

N

U

End.

[ ] + 1;

D u

[ ]

D u

7

1;

Complexity Analysis
Each step of Algorithm CONCEPTS requires computing the maxmods of the graph, which can
be done in O(m) time using the algorithm of Hsu and Ma from [12]; using table D, nding the set
of non-dominating maxmods requires O(n) time; comparing these with Marked costs O(n) time,
thus a concept is processed in global O(m) time. As discussed in Section 3, Algorithm UPDATE
globally costs O(nm) per maximal chain. The global time complexity is thus in O(m) per concept
plus O(nm) per maximal chain.
Space complexity: the recursive queue contains at most O(n) concepts of size O(n) each,
Marked is of size O(n); T contains O(nm) bits; the global space complexity is thus in O(nm).

Example 4.1
Step 1: The execution starts with the bottom element ; 123456. In G = GR , the non-dominating

maxmods are fa; hg, fbg, fcg and fdg. The cover of ;  123456 is: ah  236, b  123, c  125,
d  145. The set Marked of already processed vertices is empty. ah  236 is chosen to be processed
next.
Step 2: Concept ah236 is chosen to be processed next; the table is accordingly pre-updated: since
objects 1, 4 and 5 disappear, pairs from the Cartesian products fb; c; d; egff ; gg, fd; egfb; c; f ; gg
and fc; dg  fb; e; f; gg should cause the corresponding numbers from T do be decremented by 1.
New tables T and D obtained:
b
c
d
e
f
g

b
0
1
2
2
1
0

c
0
0
1
1
1
0

d
0
0
0
0
0
0

e
0
0
0
0
0
0

f
0
1
1
1
0
0

g
0
1
2
2
1
0

b
2

c
3

d
6

e
6

f
3

g
2

Graph G becomes GR (fb; c; d; e; f; g; 2; 3; 6g). Maxmods of G: fb; gg, fcg, fd; eg, ff g ; nondominating maxmod: fb; gg. Concept abgh  23 is generated.
Step 3: abgh  23 is processed. Non-dominating maxmods: fcg and ff g. Concepts abcgh  2 and
abf gh  3 are generated; abf gh  3 is chosen to be processed next.
Step 4: abf gh  3 is processed. Non-dominating maxmod: fc; d; eg; top element abcdef gh  ; is
generated.
Step 5: abcdef gh  ; is processed; the graph G obtained is empty; no new concept can be
generated.
Step 6: step 3 recursively calls abcgh2, with Marked=ff g. Non-dominating maxmod: fd; e; f g;
since f is in Marked, no new concept is generated.
Step 7: step 1 recursively calls c  125 with Marked=fa; hg. Non-dominating maxmods: fbg
and fdg. Concepts bc  12 and cd  15 are generated. bc  12 is chosen to be processed next.
Step 8: bc  12 is processed, with Marked=fa; hg. Non-dominating maxmods: fd; eg and
fa; g; hg; since a and h are in Marked, only fd; eg will be used to generate a new concept:
bcde  1.
Step 9: bcde  1 is processed, with Marked=fa; hg. Non-dominating maxmod: fa; f ; g; hg; since
a and h are in Marked, no new concept is generated.
Step 10: step 7 recursively calls cd  15, with Marked=fa; b; hg; fa; hg is inherited from concept
ah  236, a brother of father c  125, and fbg is inherited from brother concept bc  12. Nondominating maxmod: fb; eg. Since b is in Marked, no new concept is generated.
Step 11: step 1 recursively calls b  123 with Marked=fa; c; hg. Non-dominating maxmods:
fa; g; hg and fcg. Since a, c and h are in Marked, no new concept is generated.
8

Step 12: step 1 recursively calls d  145 with Marked=fa; b; c; hg. Non-dominating maxmods:

f g and f g. Since is in Marked, only concept  14 is generated.
 14 is processed, with Marked=f
g. Non-dominating maxmod: f g. Since
c

Step 13:

e

c

de

de

a; b; c; h

b; c

and c are in Marked, no new concept is generated. The recursive queue is empty and the
algorithm terminates.

b

5 abcdefgh x φ
{c,d,e}
6 abcgh x 2
[f]

4 abfgh x 3

9 bcde x 1
[ah]

{c}

{f}
3 abgh x 23

{d,e}
10 cd x 15
[abh]

8 bc x 12
[ah]

{b,g}
11

7 c x 125
[ah]

b x 123
[ach]

{a,h}

{b}

{c}

de x 14
[abch]

{d}

{b}

2 ah x 236

13

{e}
12

d x 145
[abch]

{d}

1 φ x 123456

Figure 1: Concept lattice L(R) of relation R; the concepts are numbered in pre x order following
our sample recursive execution; the inherited sets of already processed vertices appear between
brackets. The edges of the Depth-First tree are labeled by the non-dominating maxmod used to
compute each new concept.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a new algorithmic approach to concept generation, which enables us
to improve all existing algorithms for this problem. Our complexity analysis could probably be
streamlined, as O(nm) per maximal chain is a very rough overestimation for the cost of the
updating process.
Another promising approach to improve the complexity for this problem would be to use the
property that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the maximal chains of the lattice and
the minimal triangulations of the underlying co-bipartite graph ([4]) and apply Meister's recent
work (see [16]) on the linear-time triangulations of AT-free and Claw-free graphs, a superclass of
co-bipartite graphs.
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